Lecture Course in the Quantum Universe Research School

Summer Term 2024

Presentation of Scientific Results

Jan Louis

Course Description:

The seminar aims at Master-, PhD-students and Postdocs and discusses various aspects of the presentation of scientific results. The first two sessions are lectures on the topics:

- “How to write a scientific physics paper”
- “How to give a scientific physics talk”

In the second part of the seminar the participants have the opportunity to give a 25-minute conference-type-talk with a subsequent discussion about the presentation.

The third part of the seminar opens with a lectures on the topic

- “How to do a job interview”

and then simulates job interviews with the participants.

Date and Place: Fri 14:30–16:00, SR 2, Gb. 2a, Notkestr. 85, Bahrenfeld
Starting on: 05 April 2024